A New Era;
Join the
Fibolution.

“

FibSwap is a
Multi-Cross-Chain,
decentralized
exchange allowing you
to swap tokens from
one chain to tokens on
another chain with the
click of a button

”

Endless Opportunity

Executive Summary
Vision
To provide world class quality products and services which exceed customer expectations
and encourage mass adoption. Our goal is to connect tokens, communities and humanity.

FibSwap Overview
FibSwap DEX is one of the fastest and safest Bridge Protocols in DeFi. Both our token and
tech have been fully audited by Certik. We do not wrap or mint assets and therefore users
being completely decentralized. Today we have Ethereum, Binance, Polygon, Fantom and
Avalanche Blockchains available with more to come in the near future.

can be integrated into any NFT marketplace which allows users to purchase NFT’s with
any token from any of our supported blockchains. FibSwap is also introducing the world’s
amazing NFTs.

Mission
FibSwap is striving to be the preferred go-to protocol for all cross-chain
activity. Today’s fast moving market requires solutions that provide
investors often need to move fast to save valuable time
and money, and we’ll continue to provide the tools
necessary to meet those needs through our
“one stop shop” FibSwap ecosystem.

FibSwap
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Migration Summary
Polygon
Alongside the Ethereum blockchain, Polygon is a "layer two" scaling solution that enables
quick transactions and inexpensive fees. The Matic network was renamed Polygon in
October 2017. Jaynti Kanani, Sandeep Nailwal, and Anurag Arjun founded Polygon in India.
adopted Polygon, and they have completed over 76 million transactions. The native token
for Polygon Network is called MATIC, and it has increased by more than 10,000% in value
over the last year, reaching a staggering $5.6 billion. It currently ranks among the top 15
cryptocurrencies in the world in market capitalization.

BSC
The blockchain platform and EVM solution Binance Smart Chain is run by the
cryptocurrency trading website Binance. In April 2019, Binance introduced the Binance
Chain blockchain to support its decentralized trading goals.

Overview of Blockchains

Active Addresses

417,313

1,100,000

TPS

45 TPS

55-60 TPS

Supply + Value

$1.47 | 7.9B MATIC
49K Mobox

Top Game Users
TX Fee

FibSwap

Varies

$0.29 - $0.50
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Blockchain Comparison
Polygon vs Binance Smart Chain
While we have enjoyed our time as one of the projects on Binance, we’ve noticed that
BSC has developed a haven for meme and degen projects over the past year, creating
seems to place a larger emphasis on technology and NFT’s, creating more robust and
helpful communities.
than the Ethereum network which is made possible by the Proof of Stake consensus
speed of approximately one second or less as opposed to BSC which takes anywhere

decentralization. Polygon still has a lot of room for growth, and in order to do so will
and provide greater exposure for our project.

Volume Comparion
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NFT’s and FibPal
When analyzing the pros and cons of a migration to polygon the team had to take into
account the trends we are seeing in the NFT space and how to bring our newest
technology FibPal closer to that community. You don’t have to shell out outrageous
gas prices to mint an NFT, which is one of Polygon’s distinctive value propositions.
This is recognized by the market and it’s why the blockchain is extremely well-liked in
the NFT industry. The ideal blockchain to start an NFT project with frequent low-value
transactions is Polygon.

FibSwap
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“

Our commitment
to maintaining a secure,
safe and reliable platform
are a part of the core values
of FibSwap. To ensure this,
we have commissioned
several Audits from various
companies to continually
review our process to
protect our users and
ourplatform from
external exploits and
vulnerabilities

”

Endless Opportunity

Tokenomics Summary
Circulating Supply
Circulating supply is the number of coins available at any one moment, i.e. it’s the ‘supply’
in supply and demand so intuitively the lower the circulating supply the higher the
demand should be.
Bitcoin, the dominant cryptocurrency, only has a circulating supply of a little over 19M and
Ethereum with 120M. It’s easy to see how having millions of tokens intrigues traders as
they can begin fantasizing about the day they will become millionaires, however, due to
the vast supply, they may have to hold onto these tokens past retirement or even longer.
The team researched many of the most popular cryptocurrencies tokens before deciding
on the best course of action moving forward. As a result, they decided to decrease the
$Fibo total supply to 100 Million tokens and re-launch at a higher per-token price.
Holders will be given Polygon FIBO tokens with the same dollar value as their FIBO tokens
on the Binance Smart Chain during the migration and won’t experience and negative

Tax
We have witnessed how sell tax can harm the liquidity pools, which makes the token more
volatile and creates more sell pressure. Low volume and bearish sentiment is also
detrimental for sustainable tokenomics. Now that many of our technologies are in place,
it’s time to simplify and focus on expansion. In the true spirit of a free market, and to
generate the right amount of volume that we believe is necessary Fibo token will have a
% variable maximum buy / sell tax, and no transfer tax.
The reasons for a variable tax are as follows:
•
We plan to run promotional campaigns in the future with 0% tax
•
A variable tax can follow market needs
•
Will help with Liquidity pools (AMM)
•
Our goal is to eventually have 0% tax (REMOVE)
•
FibSwap has created a DAO to allow the community to vote on important issues
including tax changes
A percentage of the buy tax will be used to sustain company operations and growth

FibSwap
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Tokenomics
New and Improved
The new Polygon $FIBO token, will have lower tax, along with multiple utilities to ensure its
continued growth and stability. The utility will drive the token through the entire FibSwap
ecosystem and add up to more services over time. The FibSwap team have meticulously gone

Tokenomics

3%

4%

BUY TAX

SELL TAX

Variable

Variable

100M
SUPPLY

Key Information
·

Zero tax on transfers.

·

Tax will be converted to USDC automatically, eliminating sell pressure

·

Lower supply is more attractive to investors

opportunity to list on CEXs if we choose to follow that path. However, it is still possible to get
rewarded through staking, but this time the rewards will be in stable coin to avoid dumping on
the supply. We’ll also introduce a small twist - the possibility to buy Fibo with the generated
USDC at 0% tax so you can manually compound if you like. A new staking site will be launched
which will pay out USDC. Holders can stake $FIBO and in turn they will be rewarded with
USDC, with which they will have the option to buy $FIBO tax free.

Contract Features
·

No blacklist function

·

No anti-whale system

·

Variable tax 0 up to 10% max which is decided by the FIBO DAO governance token

FibSwap
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Utility
Your Ticket to an Entire Ecosystem
The new Polygon $FIBO Token will play a crucial role in the FibSwap Ecosystem. Holding
The advantages will grow with time, however see below for some examples of how holding

Yield Farming

Premium
Charting & Tools

Discounts on
FibSwap Ecosystem

Premium Access
FibSwap.tech

Staking for
NFTs

Early Access
ALPHA & BETA

from new utility as we are building this token with sustainability and longevity in mind.

FibSwap
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Fibolution Roadmap
Fibswap Tech Website Update
This will replace our current website, and will be a total
gamechanger. Your 1 stop shop, making life easier for you!

Security Upgrades
Safety is of the utmost importance
so we are consistently bettering our systems to ensure
we are doing the best we can at all times.

NFT Payment Gateway

Ethereum chain.

NFT Marketplace
Showcasing some of the best NFTs around and allowing
others to sell on our platform across multiple chains.

FibSwap DEx® V2
New and updated multi-cross-chain DEx, innovating to
ensure we are always at the forefront of usability.

Fantom Swap
To accompany the cross chain
Fantom protocal, we will be adding
on-chain protocals.

Poly Swap
To accompany the cross chain
Polygon protocal, we will be adding
on-chain protocals.

Fibo DAO
Fibo DAO will give holders of 50k USD or more a
govenrance opportunity. Enabling the investors to
play a crucial role in the future of FibSwap.

FibSwap Extenstion
This will be a wallet Google extension similar to
Metamask but with all the blockchain networks
pre-installed, making the cross-chain swap
experience more intuitive.

$FIBO Token launch on new chain
Launch of $FIBO Token on new chain to ensure we are
holders, investors and tech users.

FibSwap Fiat On-Ramp
The FibSwap Onramp will allow purchase of BNB and
other cryptocurrency with a credit/debit card.

Additional Bridges
We are constantly growing and adding new bridges,
this will continue throughout 2022 and onwards.

FibSwap Blockchain
We are developing our own blockchain to
accomodate our groundbreaking Web3 vision.

Certik Audit
We are getting a full certik audit
done to ensure everything is
running perfectly.

